
AAS WE MOVE INTO THE SUMMER MONTHS,  
we will continue to see an increasing focus on developing and 
decorating our patios, decks and outdoor spaces. One of the 
greatest attributes of a well-landscaped yard or deck area is 
lighting, which can accent beautiful features, improve after-dark 
safety and extend entertainment hours well past dusk.
Unfortunately, stray lighting caused by urban areas is the 
greatest contributing factor impacting the deteriorating 
quality of our nighttime sky, and stargazing opportunities 
are all but non-existent in urban and semi-urban areas. Even 
rural settings are impacted by light pollution as nearby cities, 
towns and large industries cast visible halos that diminish the 
brightness and visibility of stars. Additionally, many insects and 
nocturnal animals are confused and disoriented by stray light 
from residential and industrial areas, as well as passing cars. 
It’s suspected that light pollution is one of the main reasons 
firefly populations have so dramatically decreased over the past 
two decades.

Light pollution is fairly easy to remedy and restoring the 
brilliance and beauty of our starry skies is as easy as minimizing 
stray light through dark-sky compliant outdoor lighting, turning 
off outdoor lights when you head inside and participating in 
internationally recognized dark-sky community designations.

Only a handful of towns in all of Bruce and Grey Counties 
(South Bruce Peninsula and North Bruce Peninsula) have 
declared themselves dark-sky friendly communities. Given the 
size of our region and the importance of preserving our natural 
environment for our tourist-based economies, it’s surprising that 
more communities haven’t implemented dark-sky measures.

Here are some tips to reduce your light pollution footprint: 
turn your lights off, use blinds, use yellow low-wattage compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFLs), reduce wattage of light bulbs, install 

a timer or motion detector on your outdoor lights, re-aim your lights, 
angle fixtures so light is always directed down, install light shields and 
choose dark-sky compliant light fixtures. 

One thing you might not know is that Canada is home to 13 Dark-
Sky Preserves and Urban Star Parks, a designation that is mandated by 
the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, which is justly concerned 
about the future of Canada’s night-time stargazing opportunities. For 
more information about the importance of dark skies visit www.rasc.
ca/dark-sky-site-designations
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